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aligning oherent bremsstrahlung radiators.
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Department of Physi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Abstrat
This paper desribes a new tehnique for the alignment of rystal radiators used to
produe high energy, linearly polarized photons via oherent bremsstrahlung sat-
tering at eletron beam failities. In these experiments the rystal is mounted on
a goniometer whih is used to adjust its orientation relative to the eletron beam.
The angles and equations whih relate the rystal lattie, goniometer and eletron
beam diretion are presented here, and the method of alignment is illustrated with
data taken at MAMI (the Mainz mirotron). A pratial guide to setting up a oher-
ent bremsstrahlung faility and installing new rystals using this tehnique is also
inluded.
Key words: Bremsstrahlung; Diamond radiator; Coherent bremsstrahlung; Linear
polarization; Photonulear
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1 Introdution
In the oherent bremsstrahlung tehnique a thin rystal oriented orretly in
an eletron beam an produe photons with a high degree of linear polarization
[1℄. A typial photon energy spetrum is shown in gure 1, where the region
of high polarization is under the peak to the left of the oherent edge whose
position depends on the orientation of the rystal relative to the eletron beam.
The rystal is mounted on a goniometer to ontrol its orientation, but in order
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Figure 1. Typial oherent bremsstrahlung enhanement spetrum. The spetrum
obtained from the rystal is divided though by a referene spetrum from an amor-
phous radiator and normalised to be 100 in regions where there is only a small
oherent ontribution.
to be able to set up oherent bremsstrahlung it is rst neessary to measure
an appropriate set of angular osets between the rystal axes and eletron
beam diretion. A method for measuring osets and aligning the rystal was
developed by Lohman et al, and has been used suessfully in Mainz [2℄.
Email address: k.livingstonphysis.gla.a.uk (Ken Livingston).
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However, reent attempts to investigate new rystals have shown that this
approah has limitations whih beome more serious at higher beam energies
where more aurate setting of the rystal angles, whih sale with 1/Ebeam,
is required. (Eg. the reent installation of oherent bremsstrahlung faility at
Jlab, with Ebeam ≃ 6GeV ) This paper desribes a new alignment tehnique
whih overomes these limitations. Wherever possible, spei examples are
given to illustrate the tehnique, and setion 7 outlines some general methods
for installing new rystals and measuring the angular osets of the eletron
beam in the goniometer referene frame.
2 Coherent bremsstrahlung - a simplied view.
To provide a linearly polarised photon beam for an experiment we need to
be able to adjust the orientation of the polarization plane and the shape
of the photon intensity distribution whih determines the degree of linear
polarization in the photon energy range of interest. The main oherent peak is
produed by sattering from one spei set of rystal planes, represented by
reiproal lattie vetor g = [gxgygz]. In pratie a thin diamond rystal ut in
the 100 orientation is used and the main peak is produed by sattering from
the set of planes represented by the [022] or [022] reiproal lattie vetor, sine
this produes the highest polarization. For simpliity, formulae and examples
will be presented for these onditions with some remarks on how to generalise
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to other rystals in dierent orienations, and dierent lattie vetors. The
parameters of interest are illustrated in gure 2, where the sets of rystal planes
dened by the [022] and [022] lattie vetors are represented by 2 orthogonal
surfaes.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the sattering angles for oherent bremsstrahlung from a
diamond in the 100 orientation. The sets of planes dened by the [022] and [022]
lattie vetors are represented by 2 single orthogonal planes.
The angle of the polarization plane is xed by φ, the azimuthal orientation
of the 022 axis relative to the lab horizontal, and the position of the main
oherent edge (speially, its frational energy x = Eedge/Ebeam) is ontrolled
by the angle  between the eletron beam and the [022] planes. In pratie
then,  must be adjusted to position the main oherent peak at the region of
interest. This will also set the position of subsequent harmonis. For example,
in gure 1 the main peak is produed by sattering from the [022] planes and
subsequent lower strength peaks from [044] and [066] are also learly visible; all
of these move in-onert as the angle c between the beam and the [022] planes
is adjusted. To ontrol the remaining omponents of the distribution, whilst
keeping the main oherent peak (and harmonis) xed, requires adjustment of
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the angle i between the eletron beam and the diretion orthogonal to c. This
angle will generally be set higher than c by a fator of about 4, to position the
oherent ontributions from the orthogonal planes at a high photon energy
beyond the peak of interest.
Referring to gure 2, we hoose the values of φ, c, i as follows:
(1) φ - the angle between the 022 axis and the horizontal.
This is simply seleted by deiding whih orientation of the polariza-
tion plane is best for the detetor geometry of the experiment. Often,
for systematis, experiments are run with two orthogonal settings of the
polarization plane, φ and φ+π/2. For pratial reasons this is most easily
ahieved by swapping the values of c and i, rather than adjusting φ. With
c, i as show in gure 2, the polarization plane is φ. Swapping them makes
the polarization plane φ+π/2. A further ommon simpliation is to use
PARA / PERP polarizations, where the polarization plane is parallel or
perpendiular to the lab horizontal.
(2) c - the small angle between the beam and the [022] planes whih xes the
position of the oherent edge.
For a diamond in the 100 orientation, if we restrit our interest to the
position of the oherent edge from g = [022],[022],[044],[044] et. then c
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(in radians) an be alulated as follows:
c ≃ k
gE20 [
1
E
− 1
E0
]
(1)
where:
g= ±2,±4,±6 ....
E = required position of oherent edge (MeV)
E0 = eletron beam energy (MeV)
k = mea/4
√
2π = 26.5601 MeV
me = mass of eletron = 0.511 MeV
a = diamond lattie onstant = 923.7 (dimensionless units)
In pratie, the oherent edge position E should be reasonably lose to
the alulated value, but this depends on how aurately the initial an-
gular osets are measured during the setup (see setion 7). The position
of the oherent edge is tuned by looking at enhanement spetra and
making small adjustments to c.
(3) i - the angle between the beam and the orthogonal planes.
This is set to be larger than c by about a fator of 4 and then tuned
using feedbak from the enhanement spetra. It needs to be adjusted to
ensure that the main oherent peak is as lean as possible and that there
are no interfering ontributions from any higher order lattie vetors.
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For the purposes of omparing with bremsstrahlung alulations it is nees-
sary to desribe the orientation in terms of the rystal angles
1 Cθ, Cα, Cφ,
where Cθ, Cα are the polar and azimuthal angles of the eletron beam in the
referene frame of the rystal (dened by the 100, 010, 001 axes) and Cφ is the
azimuth of g in the same referene frame. This is represented in gure 3, whih
is eetively a 2D view of gure 2 looking along the 100 axis. Here, sine the
polar angles between the beam and rystal are small, c and i are represented
by two lines parallel and perpendiular to the 022 axis. This diagram shows
that the relationship between φ, c, i and Cθ, Cα, Cφ is rather simple.
Cφ =
π
4
(2)
Cθ =
√
c2 + i2 (3)
Cα = Cφ + tan
−1
i
c
(4)
In summary, for a diamond in the 100 orientation with the oherent peak om-
ing from the [022] or [022] planes, we have a simple presription for deiding
on values of φ, c, i. We also have simple set of equations (eq. 2,3,4) for alu-
lating the orresponding angles Cθ, Cα, Cφ in the rystal referene frame; this
is important for omaprision with bremsstrahlung alulations. What is also
required is a fast, reliable method of setting up and alibrating the goniometer
to allow the angles c, i, φ to be easily seleted. A new method for doing this is
1
In Lohman's paper [2℄ the rystal angles are simple dened as θ, α, φ, but to
make it lear that they relate to the rystal oordinate system, as opposed to the
goniometer system they are labelled here as Cθ, Cα, Cφ.
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Figure 3. Diagram showing the relationship between c, i.φ and rystal angles
Cθ, Cα, Cφ.
desribed in the following setions.
3 Denition of angles and osets
As shown in Figure 4, the diamond is attahed to the inner plate of the
goniometer (white irle) whih an rotate azimuthally (φ) inside a nested
pair of frames whih an rotate about vertial and horizontal axes (v and
h). The urved arrows on the gure indiate the +ve diretion of motion on
eah of the axes. The goniometer should be set up in lose alignment with the
lab frame and the beam diretion. Expliitly, the settings on the v and h axes
should be zero (ie the origins dened in the goniometer setup) when these axes
are aligned with the lab vertial and horizontal, and the normal to the inner
plate O is aligned as losely as possible with the beam diretion B. Even with
areful initial setup of the goniometer there will be a small, but non-negligible,
misalignment with the beam diretion B, whih may also vary slightly eah
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time new beam is set up for an experiment. There will also be a misalignment
of the 100 diamond rystal axis D with the normal to the inner plate O due
to imperfetions in the mounting and in the utting from the original stone.
These angles are typially in the range 0 - 60mrad, and are highly exaggerated
in the diagram for larity. A simple and diret way of visualising the relative
orientation of the beam, goniometer and rystal is to projet the vetors B
and D onto a 2D plane
2
, where a +ve rotation about the v axis moves D to
the right, and +ve rotation about the h axis moves D upwards. The origin of
this system is dened by O, the orientation of the normal to the goniometer
in its zero position. The azimuthal orientation of the 022 axis relative to the
lab horizontal an also be represented on this plot. The D vetor sweeps out
a one of angle Θ when the goniometer is rotated about it's azimuthal axis.
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Figure 4. Diamond radiator mounted on a goniometer showing the default angles of
the beam (B) and diamond (D), and denitions of angular osets.
Figure 4 represents the rystal in its default position. Ie. the goniometer has
2
A more aurate representation would use the surfae of a sphere. However, the
angles involved are < 60 mrad, so the error introdued by using a plane is negligible.
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been set up and aligned approximately with the beam diretion, and a new
rystal has been mounted with the 100 axis also approximately aligned with
the beam diretion. An appropriate set of angular osets to desribe this are:
• φ0 - the azimuthal oset of the rystal as dened by the angle between the
022 axis and the lab horizontal.
• Bv,Bh - the osets between the beam diretion B and the origin O.
• Θ,Φ - the osets of the 100 axis in the default position D0, in terms of its
polar angular displaement Θ from the origin O, and the angle Φ between
D0 and the horizontal.
If these 5 osets are known then it is possible to position the rystal at any
azimuthal angle, with any required small angular orientation of the diamond
D relative to the beam B. As desribed in setion 2, the aim is to move
the diamond from its default orientation D0 to some position Dφ,c,i where
three angles φ, c, i are set at their required values. The movement from D0
to Dφ,c,i has to be ahieved by setting the appropriate angular oordinates
on the goniometer's azimuthal, vertial and horizontal axes Ga, Gv, Gh. The
derivation of these oordinates as funtions of the angular osets and desired
orientation angles (φ, c, i) is illustrated in gure 5, whih shows a graph in
angular displaement about the v and h rotation axes.
The movement from D0 to Dφ,c,i an be thought of as a 2 step proess: Firstly,
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Figure 5. Angles involved in moving from default positionD0 to an arbitrary position
Dφ,c,i.
the rystal needs to be rotated azimuthally by adjusting Ga to set the orret
orientation φ of the 022 axis. This has the eet of hanging the angular
oset between the 100 diamond axis D and the beam B, shown as movement
from D0 to Dφ in gure 5. Seondly, the goniometer's vertial and horizontal
rotation oordinates Gv, Gh must be adjusted to set the orret angle between
the diamond and the beam. In terms of gure 5 this means a translation from
Dφ to Dφ,c,i.
Applying simple trigonometry to gure 5 gives the following expressions for
the goniometer settingsGa, Gv, Gh required to ahieve the diamond orientation
Dφ,c,i.
Ga = φ− φ0 (5)
Gv = c cosφ− i sinφ−Θcos(Ga + Φ) +Bv (6)
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Gh = c sinφ+ i cosφ−Θ sin(Ga + Φ) +Bh (7)
Note, this will set the 022 axis at azimuthal angle φ. However, sine the rystal
has 4 fold symmetry about the 100 axis, interhanging the values of c and i
rotates the polarization plane by π/2, and hene all orientations of the polar-
ization plane are possible with azimuthal rotations of ≤ π/4 relative to the
default orientation.
This gives a presription for seleting the orientation of the polarization plane,
and the energy of the oherent edge, provided the osets φ0,Φ,Θ, Bv, Bh are
known. The hallenge is to nd a method of measuring these osets by satter-
ing eletrons from the diamond and interpreting shape of the resulting photon
energy spetra. The method desribed here is the Stonehenge Tehnique.
4 Lohman's method and the need to extend it
In the alignment tehnique developed by Lohman et al [2℄, angular osets are
measured by arrying out a series of sans, eah involving a sequene of small
angular movements (steps) of the rystal with the orresponding aumula-
tion of a photon energy spetrum (obtained from a tagging spetrometer).
This is divided through by an inoherent spetrum from an amorphous radia-
tor to highlight the oherent ontribution and eliminate the eet of hannel
to hannel variations in the rates on the individual ounters of the tagging
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spetrometer. A single slie of suh a san produes an enhanement plot suh
as that shown in gure 1. The results of the omplete sans are plotted on 2d
histograms whih give information information about the orientation of the
rystal. This tehnique has been very suessful, and the method desribed
here an be onsidered as an extension of it. In summary, Lohman's tehnique
relies on sans where only a single goniometer oordinate is varied at one.
The default azimuthal orientation φ0 is determined by sanning in Ga. The
orientation of the rystal 022 vetor is then seleted to be φ = 0◦ to allow
the orientation of polarization plane to be 0◦ or 90◦(onventionally PARA or
PERP). One the Ga oordinate is xed for PARA / PERP onditions are
onsiderably simplied sine the [022] and [022] reiproal lattie vetors are
now aligned with the v and h axes of the goniometer. Equations 6 and 7 redue
to:
Gv = c+ kv (8)
Gh = i+ kh (9)
Here, kv and kh are the angular osets beween the beam B and diamond
D in this spei PARA / PERP orientation. These oests an be simply
determined with sans in Gv and Gh. One kv and kh have been measured
the oherent peak an easily be put at any required energy setting for either
PARA or PERP polarization. For brevity only the essential onepts have
been desribed here, the full details are given in Lohman's paper [2℄.
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Of all the osets dened in gures 4 and 5, only φ0 is measured expliitly
in Lohman's tehnique. There is no need to measure the others if we adhere
to the speial irumstane of only using the PARA / PERP orientations of
the rystal. However, setting up for PARA / PERP relies on measuring φ0, by
sanning in Ga. This is non-trivial, sine any san in Ga makes the rystal axis
D desribe a one in spae (see gure 4) and therefore hanges 3 parameters
simultaneously (φ, c, i). The resulting 2D plot an be diult (or impossible)
to interpret. In pratie, the setting up of a new rystal is very time onsuming,
and relies on the experiene and intuition of the user, who has to arry out a
series of exploratory and iteratative sans until a onsistent piture is obtained.
This an only be done reliably if the initial misalignment between the beam
B, goniometer O and rystal D is small (ie ≤ 1/[2Ebeam(GeV )]◦). A faster,
more general tehnique is desribed here. This new method is still based the
interpretation of sans, but an ope with a larger mounting misalignment
and, sine it measures all of the osets desribed in setion 3, allows any
arbitrary orientation of the polarization plane to be seleted.
5 The Stonehenge Tehnique
The basis of the stonehenge tehnique is an hv san whih sweeps the rystal
axis D around in a one of angular radius θr by stepping sinusoidally on the
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v and h axes as follows:
Gv = Sv + θr cos (φr)
Gh = Sh + θr sin (φr)
}0 ≤ φr < 2π (10)
where Sv, Sh are the oordinates of the enter of the san relative to the zero
positions on the goniometer axes. For eah point Gv, Gh in the san an en-
hanement spetrum is measured, and, sine the intensity is a funtion of
Eγ,Gv, Gh, a full representation of the data an be made by plotting it on sur-
fae of a ylinder (gure 6). Regions of high intensity form sets of urves whih
show the oherent ontributions from dierent sets of rystal planes as their
angles hange relative to the beam. The urves with the strongest intensity
relate to sattering from the sets of planes dened by the [022] and [022] reip-
roal lattie vetors, and the points in the san where they onverge at Eγ = 0
indiate where the relevant set of planes is parallel to the beam. Vertial lines
are drawn though these 4 points in gure 6 and projeted onto the perimeter
of a irle to produe a stonehenge plot. By tting a pair of orthogonal lines
to these 4 points the beam position an be identied. The azimuthal oset φ0
of the rystal an be measured, and the oset vetor
−−→
BD0 between the rystal
axis default position D0 and the beam diretion B determined. Notie that
the hoie of whih of the 2 lines represents the 022 axis is somewhat arbitrary
due to the the 4-fold symmetry, so we hoose suh that φ0 is between 0 and
π/2. For pratial reasons the ylinder shown in gure 6 is attened out onto
15
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Figure 6. Simulation showing the onstrution of a stonehenge plot from an hv-san
on a rystal.
the outer part a polar diagram with photon energy inreasing in the outward
radial diretion
3
. The stonehenge plot is then onstruted in the enter. Fig-
ures 7 and 8 show the result of suh measurements arried out in Mainz using
a 100µm rystal. The 100 axis was made to desribe a one in 180 x 2◦ steps
by moving the goniometer axes as desribed by eqn. 10, with θr = 60 mrad
3
In the initial development, the osets were obtained by analyzing only the high
intensity spots on the perimiter of a irle. This is why the Stonehenge Tehnique is
so alled.
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and Sv = Sh = 0.
Figure 7. An hv san and assoiated stonehenge plot showing alulated osets for
the 100µm Mainz rystal in the default orientation.
The plotting and analysis was arried out using a ROOT maro [3,4℄ whih
was used to superimpose lines on the polar plot on the basis of 4 seleted
points (orresponding to the [022] and [022] vetors). This was arried out
repeatedly until a pair of orthogonal lines was found to give a good t to the 4
points (judged by eye). The intersetion of these lines denes the oordinates
of the beam relative to the enter of the san. Further orroboration that
the orret points have been seleted is given by the lines at 45
◦
to the main
pair, whih pass though the points related to the [004℄ and [040℄ vetors. The
rystal's azimuthal orientation φ0 is found from the gradient and the vetor
17
Figure 8. An hv san and assoiated stonehenge plot showing alulated osets for
the Mainz 100µm rystal rotated azimuthally by 180◦ from the default orientation.
−−→
BD0 alulated as follows:
−−→
BD0 = −(−→S +−→SB), where −→S (Sv, Sh) is the origin
of the enter of the hv san in relation to the goniometer origin O. Initially
−→
S
will be (0,0) but if extra preision is required the san an be repeated with
−→
S set to the rst measured value of
−→
SB and a smaller radius θr. Figures 7
and 8 show the output of the ROOT maro with the template orretly tted
and all the values alulated.
Initially the Stonehenge tehnique seems rather abstrat, so it is worth point-
ing out some of its advantages. A single hv-san with orresponding Stone-
henge plot allows the simultaneous measurement of the azimuthal position of
the rystal and the vertial and horizontal angles it subtends relative to the
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beam. With the previous method eah of these had to be measured separately
through a long proess of iterations, with the aveat that the mounting mis-
alignment had to be small. Here, even in onditions where there is a large
mounting misalignmet, the san an be repeated with a large enough radius
to produe an unambiguous plot. Also, if only PARA / PERP running ondi-
tions are required, the azimuthal orientation is set to 0◦ by adjusting Ga and
the san repeated to nd the osets kv, kh from eq. 8,9 (more details are given
in setion 7). Furthermore, the speed and reliability of the Stonhenge teh-
nique make it pratial to measure all of the osets dened in setion 3 and
really allows the hoie of any arbitrary values of φ, c, i (see following setion).
Finally, it is relatively simple to align a rystal with a dierent struture, or
in a dierent orientation; we just need to alulate whih lattie vetors will
give the strongest ontribution to the oherent bremsstrahlung and overlay a
orresponding template on the Stonehenge plot. For example, gure 9 shows
the data from a diamond in the 110 orientation after alignment, where the
template onsists of lines in the 11±1, 220 and 004 diretions.
6 Obtaining a omplete set of osets from sans
As shown in the previous setion, it is possible to measure the azimuthal
orientation of the rystal and the oset between the beam B and rystal
axis D with a single san. For many experiments this may provide enough
19
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Figure 9. Stonehenge plot of a diamond in the 110 orientation. Here, the rystal was
aligned with the beam and the 111 axis set at 10
◦
to the horizontal for measurements
of hanneling radiation.
information to run at all the required onditions - eg. only in PARA / PERP
mode. However, we an ahieve more generality.
We represent the oset between the beam B and rystal axis D with a ve-
tor
−−→
BD0, measured from an initial san. If the goniometer is rotated az-
imuthally by some known amount φs, another san an be arried out to
determine a dierent oset
−−→
BD1 . The vetors
−−→
BD0,
−−→
BD1 with a known an-
gular separation φs(= ∠D0OD1) provide the information to loate the origin,
onstrut gure 5 and yield the required osets. This relationship between
O,
−−→
BD0,
−−→
BD1,Θ,Φand φsis shown in gure 10. If the vetor omponents in
20
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Figure 10. Illustration of how to determine derive the osets Φ,Θ and the beam
position B from the values of
−−→
BD0 and
−−→
BD1 obtained from two hv sans arried
out with an azimuthal separation of φs.
v, h are
−−→
BD0 = (v0, h0),
−−→
BD1 = (v1, h1) then the osets Bv, Bh,Θ,Φ are al-
ulated as follows:
Bv = −
[
(v0 + v1)
2
− (h1 − h0)
2 tan(φs/2)
]
(11)
Bh = −
[
(h0 + h1)
2
+
(v1 − v0)
2 tan(φs/2)
]
(12)
Φ = arctan
[
Bh + h0
Bv + v0
]
(13)
Θ =
√
(Bv + v0)2 + (Bh + h0)2 (14)
In pratie, this means arrying out an initial san to determine
−−→
BD0, rotating
by an angle φs on the goniometer's azimuthal axis, and repeating the san to
determine
−−→
BD1. Figures 7 and 8 show the results of suh a pair of sans, where
the rystal was rotated azimuthally by φs = 180
◦
between sans. As would be
expeted, the position of the rystal relative to the beam has hanged onsid-
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erably, but both sans agree (to within 0.5
◦
) on the azimuthal orientation of
the rystal. The omponents of
−−→
BD0 and
−−→
BD1 obtained from the two orre-
sponding stonehenge plots are inserted into eqns 11-14 to alulate the osets
and onstrut spei version of the diagram shown in gure 10. The result
obtained from the analysis of the 2 example plots (gures 7 and 8) is shown
in gure 11, whih was generated from a ROOT maro [3,4℄.
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Figure 11. Calulation of the rystal osets from the results of two hv sans on the
Mainz [100℄µm diamond.
With the osets measured, eqns 5 - 7 an be to used to alulate the goniometer
settings required to position the rystal at any desired azimuthal angle (φ) and
any desired orientation of the [022] and [022] vetors relative to the beam (ie
any values of  and i). To onrm this, we an attempt to set φ = 0◦ , align
the rystal perfetly with the beam and arry out another hv san, whih
should have symmetry about the v and h axes. An example is shown in gure
12.
The Stonehenge Tehnique has now been used suessfully at MAMI in Mainz,
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Figure 12. An hv san of the Mainz µm rystal in the φd = 0 orientation with all
osets installed (ie enter aligned perfetly with the beam).
CB-ELSA in Bonn, and CLAS at Jeerson Laboratory to align several dia-
monds. Based on experiene at these failities, the nal setion is pratial,
step by step guide on how to setup a linearly polarised photon beam using
a ombination of the Stonehenge Tehnique and the methods desribed by
Lohman et al. [2℄.
7 A step by step guide.
The equations and example plots presented in the earlier setions of this
artile give a presription for aligning the rystal relative to the beam for
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the most general irumstanes; ie it is assumed that none of the osets
(φ0,Φ,Θ, Bv, Bh) are known, and that it is desirable to be able to selet any
arbitrary orientation of the polarization plane. In pratie, this full generality
is seldom required. For example, the rystal may have already been installed
for an earlier running period, or only the PARA / PERP orientations of the
polarization plane may be required. Hene, the steps desribed below give a
suggested proedure for the initial installation and setup of the goniometer,
subsequent alignment of new rystals and re-alibration prior to eah new run
period, and some shortuts whih an be taken for ertain spei onditions.
It is assumed here that there is a ombination of software and hardware in
plae to move the goniometer in small angular inrements and aquire the
orresponding photon energy spetra (ie arry out the sans). Several ROOT
maros [3℄ have been developed to arry out the analysis of sans and alulate
the goniometer settings. These are available on the web [4℄, or by sending an
email to the author.
Collimation - before and after.
The bremsstrahlung photon beam is tightly ollimated to inrease the en-
hanement and the degree of polarization. Ideally it should be ollimated to
less that half the harateristi angle of the bremsstrahlung one (eg. 2mm
diameter at 23m at CLAS where Ebeam ∼ 5GeV ). For a true piture of the
ollimated beam on target, the enhanement needs to be derived from event
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by event data, where the DAQ is triggered by the photon, and the energy
derived by looking at the eletron whih makes a timing oinidene with the
tagger foal plane. Even at a DAQ rate of ∼ 5kHz it takes of the order of
30min to build up enough statistis for a reasonable enhanement spetrum.
This is ertainly useful for measuring the degree of polarization of the beam,
but is not adquate for anything requiring fast feedbak, suh as setup sans,
or steering the beam throught the ollimator.
The sans desribed in this paper are based on salers attahed to the tagger
foal plane. These ount at a high rate (eg ∼ 105Hz per ounter) and show
the distributions of the sattered bremsstrahlung eletrons. They give a very
fast enhanement spetrum for the puposes of setup sans, and for setting the
oherent edge to the orret position in the photon energy spetrum. The an
also provide a fast online monitor that the oherent peak is stable. However,
this saler-derived information does not tell us whether any of the photons
made it through the ollimator to the experiment.
The distintion between this saler-based enhanement and a DAQ-based en-
hanement is important. Just beause the oherent peak is in the orret plae
doesn't mean the polarized photons are getting through the ollimator to the
experiment, and there must be adequate other diagnostis in plae to ensure
that this happens.
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Setup of the goniometer
(1) The positive diretions of rotation of the goniometer should be dened
in software to orrespond to the diretions indiated in gure 4, and the
settings on the v and h axes should be zero (ie dene Gv = Gh = 0) when
these axes are aligned with the lab vertial and horizontal, and hene the
normal to the inner plate is aligned as losely as possible with the beam
diretion (generally using a laser and a mirror mounted at on the plate).
(2) Despite the best eorts to setup the goniometer, it is likely that there
will still be non-negligible osets (Bv, Bh) between the beam diretion
and the goniometer. If the beam position is well dened by demanding
that it pass through a small ollimator, these osets an be measured
during the installation of the rst rystal (see below) and used to redene
the zero positions (ie redene Gv = Gh = 0 on the v and h axes of the
goniometer. This will mean give a better default alignment between the
beam and goniometer.
Referene spetrum
As with the method desribed by Lohman et al [2℄, all photon energy spetra
obtained with the rystal should be divided though by a referene spetrum
obtained with an amorphous radiator, whih should be taken immediately
prior to attempting to align any rystals. This divides out most of the inoher-
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ent bremsstrahlung ontribution to the spetrum and highlights the oherent
peaks. It also smooths out spikes whih are due to the dierenes in eieny
of the ounters to produe a relatively smooth enhanement spetrum. In a
highly segmented ounter there are likely to be several ounters whih are
dead, or have very low eieny, and it is reommended that these hannels
are agged by entering zeros as appropriate in the referene spetrum. It is
then a simple matter to ignore them in the division part of the software and
opy the the value from the adjaent (or nearest good) hannel. To ompare
suessive steps in the sans it is also neessary to normalize the divided spe-
tra to the same baseline (eg.∼ 100). This should be done by multiplying the
value in all hannels by a normalization fator of [100℄ ÷ X, where X is the
value of the lowest non-zero hannel in the divided spetrum (ie orrespond-
ing to a point where there is the smallest possible oherent ontribution). This
hannel will in general be dierent, and has to be realulated, for eah step
in the san.
Setting up the rst rystal
This desribes the full alignment proedure on the assumption that all osets
are to be measured, and that is is desireable to be able to dial up any reasonable
set of φ, c, i values. In general only some subset of these steps will be required
depending on the required running onditions and on information from any
previous alignment.
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(1) The rystal should be mounted with its fae parallel to the goniometer's
inner plate. Experiene has shown that is reasonable to expet to mount
this to better than 2
◦
(35mrad).
(2) An initial hv san should be arried out (eqn 10) with a radius of θr
= 60mrad, using 180×2◦ steps in φr, and setting Sv = Sh = 0. The
resulting data should be used to onstrut a stonehenge plot as desribed
in setion 5, whih should give the default azimuthal orientation of the
rystal φ0 and the oset between the [100℄ axis and the beam diretion
−−→
BD0. If there is ambiguity in this plot, it is likely to be beause the oset
between the rystal and the beam is greater than 60mrad and the beam
spot lies outside the irle of the stonehenge plot. The san should be
repeated with a greater value of θr, eg. 120mrad. One an initial value
for
−−→
BD0 has been obtained, it is useful to zoom in and repeat the san to
obtain more aurate value of
−−→
BD0. This is done by setting ~S = −−−→BD0
(ie Sv = −v0, Sh = −h0) and redoing the original san with smaller value
of θr. In most situations an initial san at θr = 60mrad, followed by a
seond san and θr = 20mrad is adequate.
(3) The goniometer should be rotated by a known amount φs (ideally = 180
◦
if the goniometer and abling allows), and step 2 repeated. The azimuthal
angle measured from the stonehenge plot should be φ0+ φs, and should
yield the same value of φ0 as measured in step 2, to within about 0.5
◦
.
The seond oset between the [100℄ axis and the beam diretion
−−→
BD1
should also obtained from plot.
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(4) The values of
−−→
BD0 and
−−→
BD1 and φs should be used to onstrut a plot like
the one shown in gure 11 and alulate all the osets (φ0,Φ,Θ, Bv, Bh)
(5) The values of φ0,Φ,Θ are spei to this installation of the rystal and
should not hange unless the rystal is remounted. They should be reorded.
(6) The values Bv, Bh desribe the oset of the beam. At this point it is
sensible redene the origin of the goniometer to oinide with the beam.
Ie. move the goniometer to Gv = Bv and Gh = Bh and redene the zero
positions in the goniometer software at these positions. The default values
of the beam osets an now be set to zero (Bv = Bh = 0) and should only
hange if the beam position hanges or the goniometer is re-installed.
(7) To onrm that the osets have been orretly measured a nal hv san
should be arried out with the rystal in the required azimuthal setting
(say φ = 0), and the enter of rotation aligned with the beam. Setting
φ = i = c = 0 in eqns 5-7 gives the oordinates Gφ, Gv, Gh for the enter
of san (Sv, Sh).
Installation of other rystals
Other rystals should be aligned in a similar way to the rst rystal but with
step 6 omitted sine the goniometer's zero setting should now be onsistent
with the beam diretion. Sans on new rystals should onrm the beam
position, whih should be very lose to the origin.
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Setting the polarization plane
Sine there is 4-fold rotational symmetry about the azimuthal axis, the go-
niometer need never be rotated by more than ±45◦ to position the rystal
lattie for any required orientation of the polarization plane. For example, if
we selet φ = 30◦ (the azimuthal angle of the 022 rystal axis from the hor-
izontal) and selet c and i to be the sattering angles from the 022 and 022
axes respetively, as shown in gure 4, then the polarization plane with be at
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◦
. Interhanging c and i will rotate the plane by 90◦ to 120◦ (or -60◦). Eqn
5 should be used to nd the goniometer value Gφ to set the orret azimuthal
orientation of the rystal.
Calibrating the rystal.
One the required azimuthal angle φ has been set and the required orientation
of the polarization plane hosen (φpol = φ or φpol = φ ± 90◦ ), an energy
alibration san should be arried out to produe a table of goniometer angles
vs. oherent edge. This involves xing the inoherent sattering angle i and
stepping through a range of oherent angles c. For example, in Mainz where
Ebeam = 855MeV , the inoherent sattering angle i is set to 60mrad and a
typial energy san would be from -1mrad to +10mrad in steps of 0.25mrad
in c. In the simplest situation, where the polarization plane is vertial or
horizontal, it requires motion on only a single axis, v or h, and is desribed in
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Lohman's paper [2℄. However, in the more general situation keeping i xed and
stepping in c requires movements on both the v and h axes. Here eqns 5-7 an
be used to generate a table of the goniometer settings Gv, Gh orresponding
to eah c value in the san. The goniometer settings Gv, Gh required to set
the position of the oherent edge to the required photon energy are found
by interpolating between the losest points in the table. It is worth stressing
here that this alibration is appropriate only for the seleted value of the
polarization plane φpol. If this hanges, then a new alibration run must be
made.
Re-tuning and re-alibrating
If the position of the oherent peak drifts by a small amount during running
(eg. due to drift in the beam position) it an be ompensated for by making
small adjustments to c, whih in general means adjusting the values to both
the Gv, Gh settings, again by interpolation in the alibration table. If there
is a large drift in the oherent peak position then it is worth arrying out
an hv san with φ remaining in its urrent position and the enter Sv, Sh
orresponding to c = i = 0 (see eqns 6,7). The resulting stonehenge plot
should onrm the value of the urrent azimuthal orientation φ, but should
be give a non-zero value for
−→
SB; ie beam position should be oset from the
enter of the san. Note that on this information alone it is not possible to
say whether the rystal has moved in some way (eg. a from expansion of
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a mounting wire) or the beam position has hanged. However, provided we
want to keep the urrent azimuthal orientation of the rystal φ, this is not
important. The omponents of
−→
SB (labeled SBv, SBh in gures 7 and 8) an
be added to the urrent beam osets Bv, Bh and the alibration san desribed
above an be repeated.
Shortuts
A single azimuthal orientation.
In many experimental situations it is only neessary to selet a single azimuthal
orientation φ of the rystal and to set the polarization plane. This will then
be used for one spei orientation of the polarization plane, or for the pair
of orthogonal settings whih are parallel and perpendiular to this diretion (
ie setting φpara = φ and φperp = φ + 90
◦
and interhanging the oherent and
inoherent angles c, i ). Here, one the default azimuthal orientation of the
rystal φ0 has been determined, the desired azimuthal orientation φ an be set,
and the oset between the beam B and rystal axis D measured speially
for this value of φ. This is ahieved by arrying out a proedure similar to
that outlined as the rst step for installing the rst rystal. However, as soon
as the default azimuthal orientation φ0 of the rystal is found with adequate
preision, the goniometer setting Ga should be adjusted to set the rystal to
the desired azimuthal orientation (Ga = φ− φ0). The hv san should then be
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repeated in this new azimuthal orientation and the value of
−−→
BD0(v0, h0) found
using the stonehenge plot. The beam osets are now Bv = −v0 and Bh = −h0,
and eqns 6 and 7 simplied as follows:
Gv = c cosφ− i sinφ+Bv (15)
Gh = c sinφ+ i cosφ+Bh (16)
The rystal an now be alibrated as desribed above, this time using eqns
15 and 16 to generate a series of goniometer settings for a san in c at a
polarization plane of φpol = φ. Again, interhanging c and i in eqns 15 and 16
will give the appropriate values for the φpol = φ+ 90
◦
.
PARA and PERP
Notie, that if the PARA / PERP settings are being used (ie φ = 0◦ or φ = 90◦)
eqns 15 and 16 beome simplied further and c, i are related independently to
G
V
, Gh.
8 Conlusions
A new method of aligning rystals for oherent bremstrahlung failities has
been desribed. As with previous methods it still based the interpretation of
sans, but an ope with a relatively large mounting misalignment and al-
lows any arbitrary orientation of the polarization plane to be seleted. The
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tehnique has now beome the standard method used for setting up oherent
bremsstrahlung at the several of world's main oherent bremsstrahlung faili-
ties (MAMI at Mainz, CLAS at Jeerson Lab, ELSA at Bonn and MAXLab
at Lunz).
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